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• Regardless of fuel source, it is healthy for everyone to 

have affordable access to the resources needed for 

staying sufficiently warm (or cool)

• Combustion emissions from any fuel have harmful 

health effects
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General health statements about all combustion fuels



Key points about wood combustion & health impacts

1. Fine particulates are the main cause of health impacts from wood combustion

2. Any amount of combustion emissions is associated with negative health impacts

3. Residential sources account for most wood combustion emissions

4. Even the most advanced residential wood combustion generates more harmful 

emissions than residential oil/gas combustion

5. Home weatherization, cold-climate heat pumps provide health co-benefits
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Emissions of health concern from wood combustion

• Particulate matter – tiny solid & liquid particles

• Gases

• Carbon monoxide

• Sulfur oxides

• Nitrogen oxides

• Hazardous air contaminants

• Volatile organic compounds (ex., Benzene, Formaldehyde)

• Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (ex. Naphthalene)

• Heavy metals (ex., Arsenic, Lead)
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How do we know about the health impacts of air pollution?

Epidemiology studies – statistically analyze differences in health outcomes 

comparing people with different amounts of air pollution exposure

• Acute events (ex., wildfires, traffic bans)

• Occupational exposures

• Long-term (chronic) exposure

Human/animal lab studies

• Observe symptoms & health impacts

• Quantify dose-response relationships

• Assess biological mechanisms
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Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) and health impacts

Potential health impacts:

• Irritation of eyes, nose, throat, lungs

• Shortness of breath, reduced lung function

• Asthma attacks, bronchitis, COVID-19 severity

• Irregular heartbeat, heart attacks

• Early death

PM2.5 is particularly harmful for:

• People with pre-existing breathing and heart 

problems

• Children, older adults, pregnant women
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National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards 
(NAAQS)

PM2.5, yearly standard
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Source: Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation



National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards 
(NAAQS)
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PM2.5, yearly standard

Source: Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation



Daily average PM2.5 concentrations, Rutland & Burlington

Source: EPA



There is no “safe level” 
of air pollution
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Major pollutant emissions sources in Vermont
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Contributors to PM2.5 biomass emissions in Vermont
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Comparison of fine particle emissions by heating equipment
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Modern 

wood 

boilers

0.25?

Sources: EPA emissions factors for stoves, peer-reviewed emissions factors for boilers



Estimated distribution of residential wood heating devices by type
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Cord wood stove or 
insert, pre-1990

26%

Cord wood stove or 

insert, 1990 or later

39%

Pellet stove
15%

Cord wood or 
combination furnace

19%

Pellet boiler/furnace
1%

Sources: (left) 2021 EAN Progress Report

(right) adapted from FPR Vermont Residential Fuel Assessments (2014-2015, 2018-2019)



EPA tools for estimating health impacts from emissions
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Estimated health impacts associated with current emissions
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Vermont’s total 
air toxic lifetime 
cancer risk:

19 per million 
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Cancer risk from toxic emissions in Vermont
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Formaldehyde emissions & monitoring in Vermont
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Sources: (left) 2017 National Air Toxics Assessment data for Vermont

(right) Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation



Other health-related considerations

• Wide variability in emissions by fuel/stove characteristics, operating behaviors

• Indoor air quality impacts (mainly from outdoor air infiltration and ash removal)

• Higher localized impacts, particularly near residential sources

• Emerging health research on ultrafine (<0.1µg/m3) particles

• Impacts of wood boilers at schools
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Estimated health impacts of expanded wood heating in Vermont

2018 Roadmap for expanded wood 
heating in Vermont proposed:

• Increase wood heating from 21% to 35% 
of thermal load by 2030
• Install 38,905 wood pellet stoves

• Install 13,314 wood pellet or chip boilers

Estimated yearly health impacts*:

+ 715 tons of PM2.5 emissions

+ $15 - $35 million in health costs

+ 1 - 3 early deaths
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*Estimated using EPA emissions factors for stoves, peer-reviewed emissions factors for boilers, 

and EPA’s Co-benefits Risk Assessment model



Options for reducing health impacts of wood heating

Annual benefits 

per 10,000 

households

Improved wood 

storage, stove 

operation, etc.

Weatherization in 

homes that primarily 

heat with cord wood

Wood stove change-out 

(for 80% cord wood, 

20% pellet stoves)

Wood stove change-

out (for cold-climate 

heat pumps)

PM2.5 reduction ? 450 tons 1,350 tons 1,825 tons

Health savings ? $10-$22 million $28-$64 million $38-$85 million

Early deaths 

avoided

? 0-2 2-5 4-8

Additional health 

benefits for 

occupants

Improved indoor air 

quality, moisture 

control, reduced 

thermal stress, more…

Hot weather 

resilience
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*Estimated using EPA emissions factors for stoves, peer-reviewed emissions factors for boilers, 

Vermont Weatherization Assistance Program data, and EPA’s Co-benefits Risk Assessment model



Key points about wood combustion & health impacts

1. Fine particulates are the main cause of health impacts from wood combustion

2. Any amount of combustion emissions is associated with negative health impacts

3. Residential sources account for most wood combustion emissions

4. Even the most advanced residential wood combustion generates more harmful 

emissions than residential oil/gas combustion

5. Home weatherization, cold-climate heat pumps provide health co-benefits
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Health Impact Assessments
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2016 Comprehensive Energy Plan acknowledged (and the 

2022 Plan reaffirmed) the importance of “assess(ing) the 

health impacts of our energy systems”

• Commonly referred to as Health Impact Assessment

• Assess expected impacts based on scientific evidence, 
feedback from public and experts

• Identify and avoid/mitigate potential negative health 
impacts

• Specifically focus on disparate impacts to populations of 
concern

• Evaluate tradeoffs and alternatives to make informed 
decisions



Email:

Social: @healthvermont

Web: www.healthvermont.gov

Thank you!

Let’s stay in touch.

ClimateHealth@vermont.gov


